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GLB40 LAVA LAMP, GLB58 DUMPLING LAMP, CLB21 BAOBAB LAMP,
GLB49 COLOGNE LAMP, CCT35 HONEYCOMB CONSOLE TABLE

MADE IN BRITAIN
Porta Romana began life in 1988.
From the beginning, the ambition
was to create beautiful inspiring
pieces that would be loved.
The Porta Romana style and design
language has continuously evolved
over the past three decades to
become a leading global brand,
and a critical ingredient in the
world’s most beautiful interiors.

DESIGN STUDIO
Our Design Team, led by Shazeen Emambux have a dynamic
approach to design, they collaborate with our makers and
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painting studio to bring our creations to life.

LARGE SALPERTON LAMP

Decayed Gold
20” Straight Oval Natural linen shade
VLB57 SPIN LAMP, WM19 RIVIERA MIRROR, CCT10L LARGE FISHTAIL CONSOLE TABLE,
-SLB47L-

TWL91L LARGE LEAF WALL LIGHT, UST03 BUTTON STOOL

PAINTING STUDIO
At the heart of Porta Romana is the
Painting Studio, it is from here that
simple metal, wood and composite is
transformed and detailed to become
one of our exquisite pieces. Each new
collection challenges us to create new
finishes from Decayed Gold to
Mayan Silver each must work in
harmony with the design.

CAPSULE COLLECTIONS
Over the past five years we have
developed capsule collections with
guest designers, whose style we admire
and whose creative zest we knew
would inject another dimension to our
collections. We relish the challenge
of working with new artists and have
fostered long lasting friendships.
MCL34 SPUTNIK CEILING LIGHT
Gareth Devonald-Smith

SLB67 SWAY LAMP,
CLB41 FLASK LAMP
Martin Brudnizki &
MCL37L LARGE IVY SHADOW CHANDELIER
Tord Boontje

Nicholas Jeanes,
And Objects

MCL36 LUCA CHANDELIER

BESPOKE
Working closely and
collaboratively on every last
detail, we deliver a bespoke
service, producing unique pieces
for special projects. We also
adapt scale and colour to create
custom designs destined for the
world’s leading restaurants,
yachts and hotels.

CELEBRATING 30 YEARS

To mark our three decade history, we have embarked
on cultural collaborations with two quintessentially
British Institutions. The first is a donation to the Royal
Academy who will celebrate their 250th Anniversary
in 2018, we feel honoured a Porta Romana installation
will be enjoyed by visitors for years to come.
The second is a partnership with Grange Park Opera,
a new woodland opera house, in the grounds of West
Horsley Place, close by to our Head Quarters in Surrey.
Our Beatrice Wall Lights fill the auditorium, providing
a beautiful glow to this magical and enchanting space.
To celebrate our esteemed anniversary we
commissioned, Artist Chris Gilvan-Cartwright aka The
Baron Gilvan to create our 30th birthday branding.
His raw, playful and fresh images, represent witty
interpretations of iconic Porta Romana pieces.
In our 30th year, Porta Romana is represented in
more countries than ever before, it is our ambition to
expand our global presence as we continue the legacy.

SWAY LAMP

BISHOP LAMP

BOUBLÉ LAMP

Polished Brass
7” Top Hat
Husk linen shade

Forest with Brass Collar
13” Low Hat
Alpine satin shade

Reactive Moss
16” Straight Oval
Natural linen shade

-SLB67-

-GLB79-

-CLB11-

TWL53 STEEL PLATES WALL LIGHT, CLB32 PUMPKIN LAMP, CST43 LILYPAD NEST OF TABLES,
CREDIT CREDIT CREDIT
CLB29 GRACE LAMP, USF07 CLIVE SOFA, CFT14 CRESCENT COFFEE TABLE
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